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Wake Up and SOAR
An eagle soaring among the clouds or a star twinkling
in the night sky . . . a camel in the desert or a boat
sailing across the sea—yoga has the power of
transformation. Not only does it strengthen bodies
and calm minds, but with a little imagination, it can
show us that anything is possible. New York Times
bestselling illustrator Peter H. Reynolds and author
and certified yoga instructor Susan Verde team up
again in this book about creativity and the power of
self-expression. I Am Yoga encourages children to
explore the world of yoga and make room in their
hearts for the world beyond it. A kid-friendly guide to
17 yoga poses is included.
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Every Body Yoga
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Featured by
Oprah's Book Club on the Anti-Racist Books for Young
Adults list curated by bestselling author Jacqueline
Woodson A USA TODAY Bestseller Recommended by
The Guardian, Time, Grazia, The Telegraph, Express,
and The Sun ‘This is one for you, your neighbour, the
children in your lives and especially that ‘only slightly’
racist colleague… A guide to the history of racism and
a blueprint for change’ —The Guardian Who are you?
What is racism? Where does it come from? Why does
it exist? What can you do to disrupt it? Learn about
social identities, the history of racism and resistance
against it, and how you can use your anti-racist lens
and voice to move the world toward equity and
liberation. ‘In a racist society, it’s not enough to be
non-racist—we must be ANTI-RACIST.’ —Angela Davis
Gain a deeper understanding of your anti-racist self
as you progress through 20 chapters that spark
introspection, reveal the origins of racism that we are
still experiencing and give you the courage and power
to undo it. Each chapter builds on the previous one as
you learn more about yourself and racial oppression.
20 activities get you thinking and help you grow with
the knowledge. All you need is a pen and paper.
Author Tiffany Jewell, an anti-bias, anti-racist educator
and activist, builds solidarity beginning with the
language she chooses – using gender neutral words to
honour everyone who reads the book. Illustrator
Aurélia Durand brings the stories and characters to
life with kaleidoscopic vibrancy. After examining the
concepts of social identity, race, ethnicity and racism,
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learn about some of the ways people of different
races have been oppressed, from indigenous
Americans and Australians being sent to boarding
school to be 'civilized' to a generation of Caribbean
immigrants once welcomed to the UK being
threatened with deportation by strict immigration
laws. Find hope in stories of strength, love, joy and
revolution that are part of our history, too, with such
figures as the former slave Toussaint Louverture, who
led a rebellion against white planters that eventually
led to Haiti’s independence, and Yuri Kochiyama, who,
after spending time in an internment camp for
Japanese Americans during WWII, dedicated her life to
supporting political prisoners and advocating
reparations for those wrongfully interned. Learn
language and phrases to interrupt and disrupt racism.
So, when you hear a microaggression or racial slur,
you'll know how to act next time. This book is written
for EVERYONE who lives in this racialised
society—including the young person who doesn’t
know how to speak up to the racist adults in their life,
the kid who has lost themself at times trying to fit into
the dominant culture, the children who have been
harmed (physically and emotionally) because no one
stood up for them or they couldn’t stand up for
themselves and also for their families, teachers and
administrators. With this book, be empowered to
actively defy racism and xenophobia to create a
community (large and small) that truly honours
everyone.

Hit Reset
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In 2010, Wendy Banting was diagnosed with
advanced aggressive breast cancer. In that lifedefining moment, she felt strongly that she needed to
leave the traditional medical model of treating cancer
in favour of a more natural approach. In the
pioneering spirit of her famous relative Sir Frederick
Banting, discoverer of insulin, who was also working
towards a cure for cancer in his last days, she has
forged a new vision and model to address cancer as it
becomes more prevalent. Wendy believes that the
possibility of healing naturally lies within each person.
Discover the steps Wendy took to cure her own
cancer, without surgery, chemotherapy, or radiation.

Good Morning Yoga
What if you could reboot your health, tap into your
creative self, reclaim your wild nature, lead from your
heart—and still feel well rested? As modern women,
we’re taught that we can do it all, have it all, and be it
all. While this freedom is beautiful, it’s also
exhausting. Being a “worn-out woman” is now so
common that we think feeling tired all the time is
normal. According to Karen Brody, feeling this
exhausted is not normal—and it’s holding us back. In
Daring to Rest, Brody comes to the rescue with a
40-day program to help you reclaim rest and access
your most powerful, authentic self through yoga
nidra, a meditative practice that guides you into one
of the deepest states of relaxation imaginable. It’s
time to lie down and begin the journey to waking up
Though it comes from the yogic tradition, yoga nidra
doesn’t look like a typical yoga class—the entire
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practice is done lying down. As you listen to a guided
meditation, you’re gently taken into complete inner
stillness, effortlessly releasing into a healing state
that works on both cellular and subtle body levels.
With Daring to Rest, Brody presents a comprehensive
yoga nidra program that unfolds in three phases: rest
for physical exhaustion, release for mental and
emotional exhaustion, and rise for tuning in to the
“life purpose exhaustion” that can come when we’re
not in our full power. Each phase includes a
downloadable yoga nidra guided meditation and
supportive practices. “By directly accessing your
subconscious mind, yoga nidra helps shift the longheld patterns that prevent you from stepping fully
into your purpose and power,” writes Brody. “Now is
the time to break the cycle of fatigue and return to
your truest self—the woman you are when you’re not
constantly exhausted.”

Wake the F*ck Up
Our fundamental relationship is the one that we have
with ourselves, master this and we master all else.
Yet we live in a world where stress and chronic
disease are spiralling out of control. Our greatest
need today is to learn how to relax and this begins
with the mind. The book provides three keys to
master your own wellbeing, and the three parts of the
book each cover one of these keys and provide a tool
to master each one: Key 1 - Learn to Calm Your Mind
"Relax": Wake Up and SOAR tool Key 2 - Take Charge
of Your Wellbeing "Nurture": Your Personal Support
System tool Key 3 - Pursue Your Dreams "Fly": The
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Law of Magic tool Wake Up and SOAR presents a clear
and simple road map, which empowers you to create
a relaxed supportive lifestyle providing a stable base
from which to pursue your heartfelt desires. The core
tool SOAR has its roots in ancient wisdom and is
expressed as a modernday 'practice' to help us move
from our 'normal' fear-based state of mind to our
'natural' calm quality of mind, where we accept life as
it is and therefore flow with her, rather than against
her. 'This book will help you slow down and take stock
of things. I have taken so many new ideas from it.' Sadie Frost

Dreaming Yourself Awake
A Powerful How-To Guide for Energetic Self-Care
When you’re dealing with a health issue, what kind of
energy practice will help the most? “To bring
ourselves back into wellness,” teaches Lauren Walker,
“we first have to understand what brought our body
out of wellness. When we return to balance, the body
is best able to heal itself.” With The Energy Medicine
YogaPrescription, Lauren brings you an invaluable
guide to help you uncover the root causes of specific
physical, emotional, and psychological health
complaints—along with a treasury of potent self-care
practices to accelerate your healing. This easy-to-use
resource includes: • Simple instructions for learning
to sense and diagnose your body’s subtle energy •
The Five Elements System—the ancient healing
practice at the heart of Energy Medicine Yoga • Easy
reference charts to match hundreds of health
complaints with the most effective energy healing
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practice • Links to training videos to help guide you in
many Energy Medicine Yoga techniques • The three
most important Ayurvedic techniques to change your
life right now • Guidance for creating your own daily
practice—and maintaining good health and balance
on and off the yoga mat “If you want to affect the
physical matter that is your body and the invisible
matter that is your mind and your soul,” says Lauren
Walker, “the most effective practice you can learn is
how to work with your own energy.” With The Energy
Medicine Yoga Prescription, she brings you a solutionoriented manual to complement any health
regimen—filled with essential insights for well-being,
techniques to activate your body’s natural healing
intelligence, and a powerful new vision for happiness
and wholeness.

Breaking Vegan
Yoga helps children learn how to focus, relax, and
both self-monitor and self-soothe Good Morning Yoga
instills these four skills and more, enabling children to
jumpstart the day with energy and excitement-and
meet the adventures that come with mindfulness and
perspective. Good Night Yoga tells the story of the
world retiring for the evening-and a new generation of
readers has fallen in love with the relaxing sequences
and beautiful pictures that lead them to dreamland.
Good Morning Yoga weaves gentle exercises with a
heartwarming narrative and wonderful illustrations to
empower children to manage the energies that visit
throughout the day-from the "fiery volcano" to the
"mountain quiet and still. Good Morning Yoga
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concludes with a visualization for kids to set
intentions for the day.

The Science of Yoga
HIT RESET offers athletes new ways to find more
speed, power, and endurance. Yoga coach Erin
Taylor’s HIT RESET program uses yoga to solve the
specific problems you face as an athlete. Her
revolutionary approach to yoga can improve
functional strength, flexibility, muscle recruitment,
breathing and focus, core strength, and durability. HIT
RESET starts by defining 10 problems that hold
athletes back and the yoga solutions that can fix
them. Each chapter shows you how your body should
work, how to self-diagnose flaws in your movement
and functional strength, and how to apply just a few
specific yoga poses so you can “hit reset” and get
back to athletic form. The yoga solutions in HIT RESET
take just a few minutes before or after your workout,
and you won’t need a mat or studio classes. Armed
with these key, highly effective yoga fixes, you’ll
begin a radical redefinition of balance that can make
you a healthier, stronger, and faster athlete. HIT
RESET can help you solve: Imbalances that lead to
injury by redefining balance from head to toe Feeling
easily winded with deep breathing exercises Feeling
distracted or nervous with focus exercises Poor
posture with core activating and strengthening poses
Sleepy feet and stiff calves for a stronger foundation
Knee pain with better form and strength poses Stiff
hamstrings and sleepy glutes with activation
exercises Unstable hips and IT band problems with
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hip helpers Stiff shoulders and sides with opening
poses Yoga can help you in your sport, but only if your
yoga is solving the problems you face as an athlete.
HIT RESET offers a yoga revolution for athletes by
making yoga work for you. Join the HIT RESET
revolution and you'll find a no-nonsense approach
that will make you a stronger, more resilient athlete.

Waking Up
A no-nonsense introduction to yoga for men who want
to build strength, improve performance, and increase
flexibility. Maximize your athletic performance,
reduce your post-workout aches, and help prevent
injuries with yoga. With more than 25 yoga routines
and over 50 key postures, you'll discover how yoga
can make you stronger, fitter, and more flexible.
Professional athletes are making yoga a regular part
of their fitness routines, and GQ, HuffPost, and Men's
Health have all advocated yoga for men. Flexibility is
one of the most important yet overlooked elements of
fitness, and stretching has been proven to help you
improve your gains in the gym, prevent and relieve
injuries, and help you beat your competition on the
field. If your muscles are tight, they won't let your
body move as it should. Yoga increases flexibility,
building a bigger range of motion and allowing you to
work more muscle fibers with every movement. With
straightforward language and easy-to-follow steps,
Yoga Fitness for Men will teach you how to execute
the key yoga postures you need for greater
endurance, flexibility, balance, and strength--no
chanting required. It also includes yoga routines and
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programs tailored to help you meet specific
performance and health goals, such as increased core
strength and back pain relief. You'll find that
incorporating yoga into your training will help you get
stronger, play harder, and feel better.

Yoga Mom, Buddha Baby
“Hugely inspiring and helpful.” — Jon Kabat-Zinn What
does it mean to truly live gratefully, every day? In
Wake Up Grateful, Kristi Nelson, executive director of
A Network for Grateful Living, unlocks the path to
recognizing abundance in every moment, and gives
readers the tools to bring this transformational shift in
perspective into their daily lives. Nelson goes beyond
the proverbial question of whether the glass is half
full or half empty, and encourages readers to awaken
to the gift of having a glass at all. With questions for
reflection, daily exercises, and perspective prompts
for appreciating the fullness of life as it is, right now,
this book promises profound personal change through
the practice of taking nothing for granted.

Wake Up to Yoga
The key to becoming fully alive and joyful is to
develop our natural capacity for attention and to be
fully present here and now. In this informative
guidebook to practical Buddhism you discover: How to
live life with equanimity, loving-kindness, compassion,
and joy How to cut through obsessions with the
external world, relationships, harmful emotions,
pleasure and power, and self Tried-and-true methods
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for cultivating active attention with your body and
mind.

I Am Yoga
S-T-R-E-T-C-H, STRENGTHEN, AND MEDITATE—WITH
YOUR BABY Practicing yoga with your baby—as you
hold your baby, have your baby next to you, or have
your baby leaning against your thighs or atop your
belly—is a wonderful way to add joy to your first year
together. Popular yoga teacher Jyothi Larson shares
the specially adapted yoga poses she has taught to
hundreds of moms and their “Buddha babies,” her
term for the happy and calm babies in her classes.
Whether you are new to yoga or an experienced
student, whatever shape you are in, you are in the
perfect place to practice yoga. In this beautifully
illustrated book with easy-to-follow instructions,
Larson presents twenty routines that help you get
back in shape faster as you bond with your baby.
Included are: • prenatal yoga, with a focus on the last
trimester • what to do after birth through the first six
weeks, with special poses for women who have had Csections • modified yoga poses that respect your
changing post-pregnancy body and give all of yoga’s
benefits—stretching, strengthening, and relaxing •
fun yoga moves that encourage your baby’s natural
flexibility and growth • breathing and relaxation
exercises as well as partner postures and much more!
Experience the joy of yoga while bonding with your
baby.

Wake Up - Streeeetch
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Kids love yoga—and it’s great for them, so much so
that the President’s Council has added the practice to
the fitness activities in the annual President’s
Challenge. For parents and caregivers looking for a
fun and effective new routine for bedtime, innovative
educator Mariam Gates presents Good Night Yoga, a
playful yet wholly practical book for preparing for
sleep. This beautifully illustrated, full-color book tells
the story of the natural world as it closes down for the
night, while teaching children a simple flow of yoga
postures inspired by their favorite characters from
nature. Moving from “Sun Breath” to “Cloud
Gathering” to “Ladybug & Butterfly” and more,
readers learn techniques for self-soothing, relaxing
the body and mind, focusing attention, and other
skills that will support restful sleep and improve
overall confidence and well-being.

On the Verge
Tap Your Personal Power and Thrive Have you ever
hoped to recapture the powerful sense of aliveness
you’ve felt at the best moments of your life? Cara
Bradley can show you how. With enlightening stories
and fresh practices, her book will teach you how to
experience what she calls “high-definition, highvoltage living” on purpose, every day. She will
expertly guide you through the process toward an
indescribable sense of fulfillment and empowerment
that you may not have thought possible but that was
always there, on the “verge” of happening, ready to
emerge. This user-friendly book also offers: • the
encouragement to not be a spectator of life but to
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instead cultivate ways to live beyond your busy mind
and be present in each moment • the coaching you
need to stay consistent with transformative daily
practices • the guidance to trust that, like spiritual
sages and Olympic athletes, you have brilliance and
strength available to you at any time

Yin Yoga
When you're mad or worried or can't wake up in the
morning, what can you do? Use the amazing
superpower that you already have—breathing. Our
newest offering from the bestselling creators of Good
Night Yoga teaches kids fun and easy breathing
practices based on the proven methods of yoga and
mindfulness meditation. Sample practices: When
something makes you mad or even feels unfair, try
this counting breath and you’ll feel calmer there. Sit
up and let your spine grow tall. Take a deep breath in,
counting silently 1 . . . 2 . . . 3. Then let your breath
out slowly, counting 1 . . . 2 . . . 3. When you go
somewhere you’ve never been and you aren’t sure
what to do, you can use a dandelion breath to feel
more comfortable trying something new. Sit up and
let your spine grow tall. Put one hand on your chest.
Place your other hand on your belly. Take slow deep
breaths and feel your chest and your belly move up
and down as the air goes in and out of your body. At
night when it’s hard to fall asleep because your mind
is busy and your body feels tight, try balloon breath to
get relaxed and ready for a good night. Lie down on
your back and let your hands rest by your sides,
palms up. Inhale through your nose and imagine
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filling your body with breath like a big balloon. Exhale
and blow the air out through your mouth. What color
is your balloon?

Dream Yoga
Insomnia is reaching epidemic proportions: more than
half of us will suffer from a sleep problem during our
lifetimes. In this practical, compassionate guide,
renowned yoga teacher and sleep specialist Lisa
Sanfilippo shows how to sweep out sleep saboteurs
and rest wreckers, putting in place sustainable
strategies that will boost your energy during the day,
and help you access a good night's rest. A unique
marriage of yoga, psychological insight and
neuroscience, Sleep Recovery will give you the tools
to work with your body and change your sleep – and
your life – for the better.

Power Yoga for Athletes
Bed Yoga and You! Going through physical
movements in your mind's eye causes your muscles
to fire Start or finish your day with yoga poses in your
mind, then move into a gentle series in bed. It's
relaxing and healing, and nurtures you-body, mind,
and spirit.

The Energy Medicine Yoga Prescription
Live a life of peace, love, and happiness through
spiritual awakening In Wake Up Now, author Stephan
Bodian--nationally recognized expert on meditation
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and spirituality and former editor-in-chief of Yoga
Journal--reveals that spiritual awakening is not some
faraway dream, or overly complicated to achieve, but
an ever-present reality that is always available here
and now. Based on his own experience and over 30
years of teaching the direct approach to spiritual
awakening, Bodian has broken down the awakening
process into five overlapping, loosely sequential
stages: seeking, awakening, deepening and clarifying,
embodying, and living the awakened life. Wake Up
Now guides you through every stage of the journey,
from the process of seeking through the often
prolonged and challenging process of integrating the
awakening into everyday life. "This book is one of the
most concise guides to spiritual awakening I have
read. Both profound and practical, it guides the
reader through the intricacies of awakening as only
someone who has walked the walk themselves can
do. The clarity and compassion this book offers the
sincere spiritual seeker is both rare and welcome."
--Adyashanti, renowned spiritual teacher and author
of The Impact of Awakening and Emptiness Dancing
Topics include: Entering the Gateless Gate; Seeking
without a Seeker; Freedom from the Known; The
Practice of Presence; Who is Experiencing this
Moment Right now; Spontaneous Awakening; In the
Wake of Awakening; Embodying the Light; Freeing the
Dark Inside the Light; The Awakened Life

Daring to Rest
Outlines a simple and enjoyable form of yoga that can
be fit into any busy life.
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Breathe with Me
For the millions of Americans who want spirituality
without religion, Sam Harris’s latest New York Times
bestseller is a guide to meditation as a rational
practice informed by neuroscience and psychology.
From Sam Harris, neuroscientist and author of
numerous New York Times bestselling books, Waking
Up is for the twenty percent of Americans who follow
no religion but who suspect that important truths can
be found in the experiences of such figures as Jesus,
the Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and the other saints and
sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris argues
that there is more to understanding reality than
science and secular culture generally allow, and that
how we pay attention to the present moment largely
determines the quality of our lives. Waking Up is part
memoir and part exploration of the scientific
underpinnings of spirituality. No other book marries
contemplative wisdom and modern science in this
way, and no author other than Sam Harris—a
scientist, philosopher, and famous skeptic—could
write it.

This Book Is Anti-Racist
Wake up and tap into something truly epic - your life!!
Always 'keeping it real', this book is a manifesto for
personal change, presented with humour and wisdom
from one of life's spiritual gangstas. Humorous and
wise, gritty and real, Brett Moran is a spiritual gangsta
and knows the score about transformation. In Wake
the F*ck Up he shares the tools and techniques he's
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learnt on his journey so you can do the same.
Whether you're looking to overhaul your health and
energy, achieve your goals, or overcome negative
behaviours and patterns, Wake the F*ck Up will show
you how to: Tap into the natural highs of life by using
meditation and mindfulness to help you overcome
negative thoughts and feelings before creating a
vision for what you want to achieve. Move from lost to
alive by learning how to smash negative habits and reengineering your energy through healthy lifestyle
habits and by creating a positive mind-set. Be
successful and happy no matter what life throws at
you through simple gratitude practices and living
more authentically. Real-life stories throughout will
inspire you to think big and achieve even bigger while
tough questions will help you overcome beliefs and
conditioning that may have been keeping you caught
in a life you didn't consciously choose and then help
you stay on the right track. When you wake the f*ck
up and start living the life you want, every day
becomes an epic adventure. "I'm a big fan of Brett's
work. He speaks with an authenticity that inspires you
to truly be yourself" Dr David Hailton, bestseling
author

Everyday Yoga
From the unforgettable teacher Jessamyn Stanley
comes Every Body Yoga, a book that breaks all the
stereotypes. It’s a book of inspiration for beginners of
all shapes and sizes: If Jessamyn could transcend
these emotional and physical barriers, so can we. It’s
a book for readers already doing yoga, looking to
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refresh their practice or find new ways to stay
motivated. It’s a how-to book: Here are easy-to-follow
directions to 50 basic yoga poses and 10 sequences
to practice at home, all photographed in full color. It’s
a book that challenges the larger issues of body
acceptance and the meaning of beauty. Most of all,
it’s a book that changes the paradigm, showing us
that yoga isn’t about how one looks, but how one
feels, with yoga sequences like “I Want to Energize
My Spirit,” “I Need to Release Fear,” “I Want to Love
Myself.” Jessamyn Stanley, a yogi who breaks all the
stereotypes, has built a life as an internationally
recognized yoga teacher and award-winning
Instagram star by combining a deep understanding
for yoga with a willingness to share her personal
struggles in a way that touches everyone who comes
to know her. Now she brings her body-positive,
emotionally uplifting approach to yoga in a book that
will help every reader discover the power of yoga and
how to weave it seamlessly into his or her life.

How to Wake Up
Fun novelty notebook Small / journal / notebook to
write in, for creative writing, planning and organizing.
Would make a perfect gift for Birthday, Valentines and
Christmas or Co-worker Perfect Size at 6" by 9" 100
pages Softcover bookbinding Flexible paperback

Yoga Fitness for Men
From a rebellious young woman with a dangerous
heroin habit to a globe-trotting fashion model to “First
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Lady of Yoga” (The New York Times), Colleen Saidman
Yee tells the remarkable story of how she found
herself through the healing power of yoga—and then
inspired others to do the same. I’ve learned how to
extract the beauty of an ordinary day. I’ve learned
that the best high exists in the joy—or the
sadness—of the present moment. Yoga allows me to
surf the ripples and sit with the mud, while catching
glimpses of the clarity of my home at the bottom of
the lake: my true self. The very first time Saidman
Yee took a yoga class, she left feeling inexplicably
different—something inside had shifted. She felt
alive—so alive that yoga became the center of her
life, helping her come to terms with her insecurities
and find her true identity and voice. From learning to
cope with a frightening seizure disorder to navigating
marriages and divorces to becoming a mother, finding
the right life partner, and grieving a beloved parent,
Saidman Yee has been through it all—and has found
that yoga holds the answers to life’s greatest
challenges. Approachable, sympathetic, funny, and
candid, Saidman Yee shares personal anecdotes along
with her compassionate insights and practical
instructions for applying yoga to everyday issues and
anxieties. Specific yoga sequences accompany each
chapter and address everything from hormonal mood
swings to detoxing, depression, stress, and increased
confidence and energy. Step-by-step instructions and
photographs demonstrate her signature flow of poses
so you can follow them effortlessly. Yoga for Life
offers techniques to bring awareness to every part of
your physical and spiritual being, allowing you to feel
truly alive and to embody the peace of the present
moment.
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Hey! Wake Up!
A remedy to the stress of everyday life. 54 meditative
poses and 20 targeted sequences help you attain a
greater sense of mindfulness and physical well-being.
In today's fast-paced world, it's easy to lose the
balance in our lives and the connection with our
bodies. Yin Yoga offers a remedy to the stress and
hustle of everyday life. Based on Taoist philosophies,
the slower yin-style yoga balances the more wellknown and quicker yang-style yoga. Yin yoga
concentrates on holding and breathing through floorbased poses, targeting your fascia and connective
tissues and allowing you the time and space to clear
your mind and stretch your body. The perfect
complement to an active yang lifestyle and great for
bringing you back into balance.

Wake Up and SOAR
Are you choosing to be, have, and experience more in
your life? Whatever you are experiencing in life these
heart-felt stories will enlighten, inspire, and motivate
you to pursue your passion.

Yoga in Bed
Intimately and without jargon, How to Wake Up: A
Buddhist-Inspired Guide to Navigating Joy and Sorrow
describes the path to peace amid all of life's ups and
downs. Using step by step instructions, the author
illustrates how to be fully present in the moment
without clinging to joy or resisting sorrow. This opens
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the door to a kind of wellness that goes beyond
circumstances. Actively engaging life as it is in this
fashion holds the potential for awakening to a peace
and well-being that are not dependent on whether a
particular experience is joyful or sorrowful. This is a
practical book, containing dozens of exercises and
practices, all of which are illustrated with easy-torelate to personal stories from the author's
experience.

A Morning Cup of Yoga
Finding balance in life is a goal many of us strive to
achieve. Whether it's through a healthy diet, exercise
regimen, state of mind, relationship, or other activity
(or all of the above), we spend our days trying to be,
and become, our best selves. But what happens when
all that focus starts to dominate our lives? When our
desire for "perfect health" trumps everything else,
perhaps without us even realizing it? What happens
when our solution starts becoming the problem?
These are questions that author and popular blogger
Jordan Younger faced when she decided that her
extreme, plant-based lifestyle just wasn't working in
favor of her health anymore--and questions that you
may be facing too. In Breaking Vegan, Jordan reveals
how obsessive "healthy" dieting eventually led her to
a diagnosis of orthorexia, or a focus on healthy food
that involves other emotional factors and ultimately
becomes dysfunctional, even dangerous. In candid
detail, Jordan shares what it was like to leave
veganism, the downfall of her desire to achieve
nutritional perfection, and how she ultimately found
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her way to recovery. In addition to this, Jordan
outlines an "anti-diet," whole-foods-based eating plan
featuring more than 25 recipes to help inspire others
to find similar balance in their own lives. Breaking
Vegan is about tolerance and forgiveness. And
ultimately, forging one's own path toward happiness.

Wake Up and Eat the Kale
Several animal friends begin the day together with
breakfast and spend time playing outdoors, in a book
featuring rhyming text. On board pages.

Wake Up Now
A simple rountine of stretches for everyone, from
beginner to advanced.

Wake Uplive the Life You Love
Perfect for those who want a total body and mind
workout.

Energy Medicine Yoga
An illustrated picture book for children that guides
them through a morning sun salutation yoga flow The
latest from the illustrator of the beloved Good Night
Yoga and Good Morning Yoga series, Hello, Sun! gives
children a great way to connect with their bodies and
calm their thoughts before jumping into the
adventures of a new day. Sarah Jane Hinder’s bright
color palette and playful illustrations are filled with
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nature imagery and fun details for children to find.
Beginning and ending with Mountain Pose, children
follow along with ten classic postures as they learn to
breathe, stretch, and greet the day. For parents,
grandparents, teachers, and childcare providers,
Hello, Sun! is a heartwarming way to introduce
children to the wonders of yoga and help set them up
for a happy, mindful day. The book includes a
complete illustrated flow of poses, as well as a brief
history of sun salutations and a special sunshine
meditation.

Yoga for Life
Hello, Sun!
Our fundamental relationship is the one that we have
with ourselves, master this and we master all else.
We live in a world where stress and chronic disease
are spiralling out of control. Our greatest need today
is to learn how to relax and this begins with the mind.
Wake Up and SOAR presents a clear and simple road
map which empowers you to create a relaxed
supportive lifestyle providing a stable base from
which to pursue your heartfelt desires. The core tool
S.O.A.R has its roots in ancient wisdom and is
expressed as a modern day 'practice' to help us move
from our 'normal' fear based state of mind to our
'natural' calm quality of mind, where we accept life as
it is and therefore flow with her, rather than against
her. First up is Step 1: Wake Up and SOAR, where
Chris introduces the idea of 'quality of mind'. He then
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goes on to explain SOAR, the tool that allows you to
return to your 'natural' quality of mind: S - Slow down
O - Observe inwardly and connect with your breath A Accept all that is arising without judgement R - Relax
deeply and sense your inner peace of being In Step 2:
Design a Life Which Flows, Chris explains how we are
all attracting our lives towards us and gives further
tools to create a supportive lifestyle. Lastly, in Step 3:
Pursue Your Dreams, Chris introduces the Law of
Magic which expresses your ability to dream and
pursue those dreams, however large or small.

Bed Yoga
Wake Up To Your Life
This is your year of self-discovery, a journey to create
a life filled with grace, meaning, zest, peace, and joy.
With warmth and wisdom from a lifetime of spiritual
seeking, inspirational force Agapi Stassinopoulos
guides you through fifty-two weeks of letting go of
what doesn’t work for you and finding what does.
You’ll cultivate the building blocks of self-care
(meditation, health, making time for yourself) and
confront the common roadblocks we all face, like
pouring your energy into other people or living in
denial. You’ll explore your “conflict” areas, such as
relationships, money, self-esteem, anxiety, and your
childhood. And you’ll learn to trust your creativity,
keep your heart open, and connect to the bigger spirit
that lives inside you. Keep this book by your bedside.
It is your loving companion. Be creative and have fun
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with it. Use it as a tool to unlock your goodness, and
wake up to the joy of you!

Sleep Recovery
What is it that makes yoga practitioners feel so good
after a session—more so than after other kinds of
exercise or stretching? "Yoga was created to directly
stimulate and move us at the energetic level,"
teaches Lauren Walker. Yet many of us don't have the
time to spare for the kind of extensive regular
practice we'd need to gain the full benefits yoga was
meant to offer. That's why Walker created Energy
Medicine Yoga—a breakthrough book that combines
yoga with the most effective techniques of energy
medicine to vastly increase the healing power of your
practice. Created for yoga practitioners of any
background or experience—even complete
newcomers—this clear, easy-to-use guidebook
features: Energy medicine essentials—key concepts
about your subtle anatomy and its profound influence
on your physical, emotional, and spiritual health An
eight-week learning plan for working with your body's
energy systems—with practices focused on your
meridians, chakras, vibrational field, and more Power
poses—the most valuable "if you do nothing else, do
these" techniques for each of your body's energy
systems The 20-minute template—putting it all
together to create your own custom-made,
supercharged daily practice Lauren Walker has
adapted the renowned energy medicine methods
pioneered by her own teacher, Donna Eden, so they
integrate seamlessly into yoga movements and
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postures. "Energy medicine yoga teaches you to take
the things you're doing now, layer them together with
complementary techniques, and exponentially
increase the benefits of your practice," Walker
explains. "You'll learn to work smarter, not harder—so
you can have a healthy body full of energy, zest, and
joy for what life has to offer."

Wake Up to the Joy of You
Examines the health claims of modern yoga, drawing
on scientific and cultural research to offer advice on
how to recognize authentic yoga practice and gain
actual benefits.

Wake Up Grateful
Lucid dreaming—becoming fully conscious in the
dream state—has attracted legions of those seeking
to explore their vast inner worlds. Yet our states of
sleep offer much more than entertainment.
Combining modern lucid dreaming principles with the
time-tested insights of Tibetan dream yoga makes
this astonishing yet elusive experience both easier to
access and profoundly life-changing. With Dream
Yoga, Andrew Holecek presents a practical guide for
meditators, lucid dreamers ready to go deeper, and
complete beginners. Topics include: meditations and
techniques for dream induction and lucidity,
enhancing dream recall, dream interpretation,
working with nightmares, and more.

Good Night Yoga
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Some of the greatest of life’s adventures can happen
while you’re sound asleep. That’s the promise of lucid
dreaming, which is the ability to alter your own dream
reality any way you like simply by being aware of the
fact that you’re dreaming while you’re in the midst of
a dream. There is a range of techniques anyone can
learn to become a lucid dreamer—and this book
provides all the instruction you need to get started.
But B. Alan Wallace also shows how to take the
experience of lucid dreaming beyond entertainment
to use it to heighten creativity, to solve problems, and
to increase self-knowledge. He then goes a step
further: moving on to the methods of Tibetan
Buddhist dream yoga for using your lucid dreams to
attain the profoundest kind of insight.
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